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Electronics: Evaluating

User trip
One of the simplest ways to evaluate a product is to

take a user trip. This involves using the product and

asking a few basic questions.

▲ Is it easy or convenient to use?

▲ Does it do what it is supposed to do?

▲ Do I like it?

▲ Would I want to own it or continue to use it?

The owner of a large apartment block has decided
to modify the security system so that, rather than
having a security guard, the user simply speaks into
the receiver which recognises their voice and then
lets them in. Will the occupants support this change?
Our user group: Georgie aged 3, Maisie aged 13, Jo
aged 28, Jack aged 39 and Dot aged 70, have been
asked for their views and are taking a user trip.

Their thoughts about the new system will be expressed

when they respond to the user trip questions.  How do

you think they will respond to the change?

Winners and losers
The outcomes of design and technology will

provide benefits for some and disadvantages

for others. Designing and making a product will

affect lots of people directly and indirectly.

Maisies brother, Wayne, works hard, doing
odd jobs around the house for his parents,
to raise enough money to buy himself a small
radio-controlled car. Within four weeks he
has raised enough money. Wayne is excited
that all his hard work will allow him to buy
the toy and provide the opportunity to have
lots of fun. His parents are pleased because,
for the first time, Wayne has helped to
keep the house tidy. The toy shop owner is
pleased because he will sell another toy.
Maisie is not sure.

Wayne has been too busy to bother her for
the last four weeks and that has been good,
but now she is concerned. He monopolises
the living room for hours setting out
complex race courses and he sometimes uses
the car to chase the cat. She is not sure
that this toy encourages Wayne to be
considerate or kind.

This Winners and Losers Chart identifies some

of those people directly and indirectly affected

by Wayne’s purchase of the radio-controlled car.

Who do you think are winners and losers?

Who else will be affected?

Will I be able to reach

the microphone?

This way puts the

doorman out of work.

Will it work when

I get a cold?

What if someone

imitates my voice?

What happens if I

speak too fast?
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These questions will help you to compare the

performance against the specification.

✛ Does it detect the sounds made by both a

sleeping child and an awake child?

✛ Does it transmit those sounds to another location

where they can be heard by listening adults?

✛ Is it unobtrusive?

✛ Is it in keeping with the likely style of a child’s

room?

✛ Does it have the appearance of a stylish

electronic product?

✛ Is the product highly reliable?

✛ Does it use communication through wires?

✛ Can the listener control on/off, volume of

received signal and sensitivity of detection?

You can find the answers to some of these

questions by investigating the product for yourself.

For others, you will need to observe the reactions

of different people who might use the product.

Performance testing
Evaluating a product will involve comparing how

well it works against its performance specification.

You have to ask: does it do what it was designed

to do? Here is an example.

Young children need almost constant looking
after. One of the few times that they don’t
need to be watched is when they are asleep,
but even then parents like to ‘keep an ear out’
for them. Knowing whether a child is sleeping
or awake, happy or upset, is very important.
A baby listener allows someone to listen to a
child without having to be in the same room.

Here is the design specification for a baby listener.
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What it has to do:

✛ detect the sounds made by both a sleeping

child and an awake child;

✛ transmit those sounds to another location

where they can be heard by listening adults.

What it should look like:

✛ either unobtrusive or in keeping with the

likely style of such a room;

✛ the unit in the other location should be

unobtrusive but, if noticed, have the

appearance of a stylish electronic product.

Other requirements:

✛ it must be highly reliable and not prone to

failure;

✛ it must use communication through

wires;

✛ the listener should be able to

control

the following features:

– on/off;

– volume of received signal;

– sensitivity of detection.
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The assembly of the circuit boards for electronic

products requires the placing of components in the

correct location and orientation on the board,

followed by soldering the component in place.

Until recently, these operations have been carried

out by skilled workers, usually women. Now

changes in manufacturing technology are altering

the situation.

First, pick-and-place robots can be used to place

the components in the holes in the printed circuit

board.

Secondly, once placed, the components can be

soldered into place automatically by the use of a

soldering bath which sends a wave of molten

solder across the bottom of the board, soldering all

the components in place simultaneously.

Thirdly, some components are now designed for

surface mounting, so they simply need to be

placed on top of the printed circuit board by a pick-

and-place robot, into pools of already liquid solder,

which quickly solidify.

From the manufacturer’s view point, although

expensive in terms of initial capital investment, the

introduction of this technology is worthwhile in terms

of increased reliability and reduced labour costs.

But if a local community depends on the

manufacture of electronic products for most of its

employment, then the introduction of more

automated production is likely to put people out of

work and this will have a profound effect on the

quality of people’s lives if they are unable to find

alternative employment. In the long term, such

changes can lead to an area becoming depressed

and impoverished.

Whether a product or technology is appropriate will

be dependent upon the situation in which it is used.

Is it appropriate?
Appropriate technology is suitable technology. You

can use these questions to find out if a product or

technology is appropriate.

▲ Does it suit the needs of the people who use it?

▲ Does it use local materials?

▲ Does it use local means of production?

▲ Is it too expensive?

▲ Does it generate income?

▲ Does it increase self-reliance?

▲ Does it use renewable sources of energy?

▲ Is it culturally acceptable?

▲ Is it environmentally friendly?

▲ Is it controlled by users?

It is unlikely that any product or technology will

score highly against all these questions. Many will

seem appropriate in one context and inappropriate

in another. Here is an example.
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